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is thought-provoking book addresses the legal questions
raised by areas of limited statehood, in which the State
lacks the ability to exercise the full depth of its
governmental authority. Featuring original contributions
written by renowned international scholars, chapters
investigate key issues arising at the junction between both domestic and international rule of
law and areas of limited statehood, as well as the alternative modes of governance that
develop therein.
‘International law presumes a set of territorially de ned sovereign states, but in many parts of
the world state control of territory is more ction than fact. is path-breaking volume considers
a whole host of questions about governance in places where the state’s writ does not run.
International law will need fresh thinking if it is ever to a ect the behavior of the rebels, gangs
and unrecognized governments who actually govern beyond the state, and there is no better
place to start than this book.’
– Tom Ginsburg, University of Chicago, US
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